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The Performance Lab focuses on the topic of „Diagnosis and Intervention of Psychophysiological
Performance“.

Thus, a variety of products such as analysis or training devices as well as services in the field of
recording and / or increasing the physical and mental performance can be tested and developed. 

For this, the participants in the incubator have access to various diagnostic and training equipment from
the following areas: 

Neurophysiology (e.g. Bio- and Neurofeedback, Eye-Tracking)• 
Psychological Tests (e.g. concentration- and attention tests)• 
Sport science diagnostics (e.g. Heart rate variability, endurance tests, coordination tests,
movement measurement, camera systems, spine measurement )

• 

For more information click here Equippment Performance Labs.

Who can use the Performance Lab?

Students and employees at the OVGU and other scientific institutions in Saxony-Anhalt with great project
ideas, foundation projects / founding interest and the commitment to pursue an academic foundation. 

Whats the next step?

Now it is time to make your idea more specific, which hard- and software in the FinTech incubator do you
want to use? How does your time plan look like? Make some concrete plans with our presentation
template.

User agreement

We look at your presentation and invite you to a first conversation. There we will talk about potential
problems we found. Afterwards you will be registered as an official user. As we are a EU funded project
this is a requirement. However because of that you can use the machinery free of charge.

The first work with our machinery

To familiarize you with the equipment, we introduce you to it. We provide you with the knowledge about
the equipment, software and hardware knowledge as well as all systems. That way we enable you a
future independent usage.

The work in the Performance Lab

From now on we have a google calendar for the usage of the Performance
Lab: https://calendar.google.com/calendar/r
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You get your access data after signing the user agreements. 

That way fast one-time and regular appointments can be registered. You decide if you need the
Performance Lab for you or if other participants can attend the Performance Lab at a given date. Please
contact us to obtain the access authorization via: sophie.mattert@ovgu.de.

The project documentation

How is your project going? Have there been throwbacks or even better some successes? How does your
prototype look? A picture is taken quickly and will help us to improve our support. Send us a short project
update from time to time.

Are you interested? These are the possibilities to reach us:

Social Media: https://www.facebook.com/PerformanceLab.OVGU/

Mail: sophie.mattert@ovgu.de

Phone: +49 391 6757343

On request you can also make a personal appointment:

Sophie Mattert
Faculty of Human Sciences
Zschokkestraße 32
39106 Magdeburg
G40/D-Room 072
39104 Magdeburg

Contact person:
Sophie Mattert
+49 391 6757343
sophie.mattert@ovgu.de

Office hours and guided tours

Office hours:
Tuesday 13:00 pm-15:00 pm or by appointment via Email:
performancelab@ovgu.de 

Guided tours: 
First tuesday of a month at 15:00 pm, 
Registration required:
performancelab@ovgu.de 
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See all the MakerLabs available at OVGU: Download our digital Booklet in English
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